Using BRST-BV formulation of relativistic dynamics, we study arbitrary spin massive and massless fields propagating in flat space. Generating functions of gauge invariant off-shell cubic interaction vertices for mixed-symmetry and totally symmetric fields are obtained. For the case of totally symmetric fields, we derive restrictions on the allowed values of spins and the number of derivatives, which provide a classification of cubic interaction vertices for such fields. As by product, we present simple expressions for the Yang-Mills and gravitational interactions of massive totally symmetric arbitrary spin fields. *
Introduction
In view of the aesthetic features of higher-spin field theories [1] these theories have attracted considerable interest in recent time (for review, see, e.g., Refs. [2, 3] ). Further progress in higher-spin field theories requires, among other things, better understanding of interacting mixed-symmetry field theories. Although many interesting approaches to the interacting mixed-symmetry fields are known in the literature analysis of concrete dynamical aspects of such fields is still a challenging procedure. One of ways to simplify analysis of mixed-symmetry field dynamics is based on the use of light-cone gauge approach. In Refs. [4, 5] , using light-cone gauge approach, we found generating functions of parity invariant cubic interaction vertices for massive and massless fields of arbitrary symmetry. Also, we derived restrictions on the allowed values of spins and the number of derivatives, which provide the complete classification of cubic interaction vertices for totally symmetric massless and massive fields. We note however that light-cone gauge approach, while being powerful to study classical interacting field theories, becomes cumbersome when considering the quantization and renormalization of relativistic theories. Therefore, from the perspective of quantum higher-spin field theories it is desirable to obtain gauge invariant and manifestly Lorentz invariant off-shell counterparts of light-cone gauge cubic vertices in Refs. [4, 5] . This is what we do in this paper.
In order to obtain gauge invariant vertices of massive and massless fields we use the BRST-BV formulation of field dynamics. The BRST-BV approach turned out to be successful for the studying manifestly Lorentz invariant formulation of string theory [6] . In this paper, we demonstrate that it is the BRST-BV method that provides a possibility for the straightforward Lorentz-covariantization of light-cone gauge cubic vertices obtained in Ref. [4] .
Review of BRST-BV approach to massive and massless field
We begin with review the BRST-BV description of free fields propagating in flat space. In ddimensional Minkowski space, an arbitrary spin field of the Poincaré algebra is labeled by mass parameter m and by spin labels s 1 , . . . , s ν . For massless fields, m = 0, ν = [
], while for massive fields, m = 0, ν = [
]. In order to discuss mixed-symmetry fields it is sufficient to set ν > 1, while, for the discussion of totally symmetric, fields we can set ν = 1. In what follows, a particular value of ν does not matter.
Massless and massive mixed-symmetry fields. To streamline the BRST-BV description of mixed-symmetry bosonic fields we use a finite set of bosonic oscillators α A n and fermionic ghost oscillators b n , c n , n = 1, . . . , ν, for the discussion of massless fields and a finite set of bosonic oscillators α A n , ζ n , and fermionic ghost oscillators b n , c n , n = 1, . . . , ν, for the discussion of massive fields (for notation, see Appendix). Using such oscillators and Grassmann coordinate θ, we introduce the following ket-vectors to discuss the mixed-symmetry massless and massive fields: transformations take the form [6] 
3) (2.4) where the BRST operator Q B is defined by the relations
The |Λ (2.4) is considered to be Grassmann odd. For massless fields, the |Λ depends on x A , θ, α A n , b n , c n , while, for massive fields, the |Λ depends on x A , θ, α A n , ζ n , b n , c n . For the ket-vectors (2.1), (2.2) to describe irreducible fields, some constraints must be imposed on these ket-vectors. 1 But to avoid unnecessary complications, we do not impose any constraints on the ket-vectors. This implies that our ket-vectors actually describe reducible sets of massless and massive fields.
We now proceed to review the BRST-BV approach to cubic interaction vertices. To this end we consider the action
where S 2 is given in (2.3), while cubic interaction S 3 can be presented as
8)
One can make sure that, under gauge transformation given by |C 123 and such vertices, which we refer to as BRST exact vertices, also satisfy Eqs. (2.11) . Thus all that is required is to find solutions to Eqs.(2.11) which are not BRST exact. It is such solutions that we discuss in our paper. Solutions for V 123 (2.9) we find can be presented as 12) where the quantity V depends on i) derivative with respect to space coordinates p A r ; ii) derivatives with respect to Grassmann coordinates p θr ; iii) oscillators α
n . It is the quantity V that we refer to as cubic interaction vertex. We now discuss our solution for the vertex V .
Cubic vertices for massive and massless fields
Up to this point our treatment has been applied to vertices for massive as well as massless fields. Depending on the values of mass parameters entering cubic vertices, the cubic vertices can be separated into the following five groups:
We study cubic vertices having mass parameters as in (3.1)-(3.5) in turn. In what follows we use the following notation for the operators constructed out of the oscillators and derivatives:
Cubic vertices for three massless fields
We begin with discussing the parity invariant cubic interaction vertex for three massless mixedsymmetry fields (3.1) . General solution of Eqs. (2.11) takes the form
n , L
n , Z mnq |Q (11) mn , Q (22) mn , Q (3.11) where V in (3.7) is arbitrary polynomial of quantities defined in (3.8)-(3.10) . The quantitiesp
mn , and Z mnq are the respective degree 1, 2, and 3 homogeneous polynomials in the oscillators. Henceforth, degree 1, 2, and 3 homogeneous polynomials in the oscillators are referred to as linear, quadratic, and cubic forms respectively. All forms appearing in (3.7) are BRST closed but not BRST exact. This implies that solution (3.7) cannot be simplified anymore by using field redefinitions. We note that cubic vertices depending on the linear forms were discussed in Ref. [10] . Comparing solution (3.7)-(3.11) with the one obtained in light-cone gauge (see expressions (5.2),(5.3) in Ref. [4] ), we note that the BRST-BV vertex provides straightforward Lorentz-covariantization of the light-cone gauge vertex.
Vertices for totally symmetric fields. Because vertex (3.7) has the same structure as the lightcone gauge vertex in Ref. [4] we can use result in Ref. [4] to classify vertices of totally symmetric fields in a rather straightforward way. To consider the totally symmetric fields it is sufficient to use one sort of oscillators. Therefore we set ν = 1 in (2.6) and ignore contribution of the oscillators with n > 1. Also we adopt the simplified notation for linear forms
2 Now repeating analysis in Section 5.1 in Ref. [4] , we find a vertex that describes interaction of massless spin s (1) ,
From (3.12), we see that there is 1-parameter family of vertices labeled by non-negative integer k which is the number of powers of the momenta p A r , p θr entering the vertices. Detailed discussion of restrictions (3.13) may be found in Section 5.1 in Ref. [4] .
Cubic vertices for two massless fields and one massive field
We now discuss the parity invariant cubic vertices for two massless and one massive mixedsymmetry fields with mass parameters as in (3.2) . General solution of Eqs. (2.11) takes the form
n , Q (12) mn , Q (23) mn , Q (31) mn |Q (11) mn , Q (22) mn , Q
where we introduce two representations for linear and quadratic forms entering cubic vertex (3.14) . These representations are referred to as massive field strength scheme and minimal derivative scheme. This is to say that, in the massive field strength scheme and the minimal derivative scheme, linear and quadratic forms appearing in (3.14) take the following form: Massive field strength scheme:
n =p
Minimal derivative scheme:
m . (3.26) Vertex V (3.14) is arbitrary polynomial of linear and quadratic forms appearing in (3.14) . The quantitiesp ) mn are defined in (3.6) . We make the following comments. i) Linear and quadratic forms appearing in (3.14) are BRST closed but not BRST exact. This implies that solution (3.14) cannot be simplified anymore by using field redefinitions. ii) In massive field strength scheme, the forms L (3) , Q (23) , Q (31) are constructed by using the vector oscillators a (3)A which are BRST closed but not BRST exact. Such oscillators streamline the procedure for finding the vertex but increase number of derivatives entering the vertex. iii) In the minimal derivative scheme, the linear and quadratic forms involve minimal number of derivatives. It is not possible to decrease the number of derivatives by adding BRST closed or BRST exact expressions to the linear and quadratic forms entering the minimal derivative scheme. iv) Linear and quadratic forms in the minimal derivative scheme differ from the ones in massive field strength scheme by BRST exact quantities. This implies that vertex in the minimal derivative scheme is obtained from the one in massive field strength scheme by using field redefinitions. v) Comparing minimal derivative solution (3.21)-(3.26) with the one obtained in light-cone gauge (see expressions (6.5)-(6.9) in Ref. [4] ), we note that the BRST-BV vertex provides straightforward Lorentz-covariantization of the light-cone gauge vertex.
Vertices for totally symmetric fields. To consider totally symmetric fields we set ν = 1 in (2.6) and ignore contribution of the oscillators with n > 1. Also we adopt the simplified notation for linear form L (3) ≡ L
1 and quadratic forms Q (rr+1) ≡ Q
11
. Using solution (3.21)-(3.26) and repeating analysis in Section 6.1 in Ref. [4] , we find vertex that describes interaction of spin s (1) , s (2) , s (3) fields with mass parameters as in (3.2),
27)
From (3.27), we see that there is 1-parameter family of vertices labeled by non-negative integer τ .
Cubic vertices for one massless and two massive fields with the same mass values
General solution of Eqs. (2.11) corresponding to the parity invariant cubic vertices for one massless and two massive mixed-symmetry fields with the same mass values (3.3) is given by
n , Q (12) mn , Z mnq |Q (11) mn , Q (22) mn , Q
where linear, quadratic, and cubic forms appearing in (3.31) take the following form in the massive field strength scheme and the minimal derivative scheme. Massive field strength scheme:
n , (3.32)
n , (3.38)
n , (3.39)
q Q (12) mn , (3.41) mn are defined in (3.6) . We make the following comments. i) Linear, quadratic, and cubic forms appearing in (3.31) are BRST closed but not BRST exact. ii) In massive field strength scheme, the forms L (1) , L (2) , Q (12) , Z are constructed by using the vector oscillators a (1)A , a (2)A . These oscillators are BRST closed but not BRST exact. iii) Linear, quadratic, and cubic forms in the minimal derivative scheme differ from the ones in massive field strength scheme by BRST closed and BRST exact quantities. This implies that vertex in the minimal derivative scheme is obtained from the one in massive field strength scheme by using field redefinitions and change of vertices basis. iv) Cubic form Z mnq (3.34) can be rewritten in terms of field strength for massless field,
Comparing minimal derivative solution (3.37)-(3.45) with the one obtained in light-cone gauge (see expressions (6.23)-(6.28) in Ref. [4] ), we note that the BRST-BV vertex provides straightforward Lorentz-covariantization of the light-cone gauge vertex. Vertices for totally symmetric fields. To consider totally symmetric fields we set ν = 1 in (2.6) and ignore contribution of the oscillators with n > 1. Also we adopt the simplified notation 12) 11 , and cubic form Z ≡ Z 111 . Using solution (3.37)-(3.45) and repeating analysis in Section 6.2 in Ref. [4] , we find vertex that describes interaction of spin s (1) , s (2) , s (3) fields with mass parameters as in (3.3),
49)
From (3.47), we see that there is 2-parameter family of vertices labeled by non-negative integers k min and k max which are the respective the minimal and maximal numbers of powers of momenta p 3) describes Yang-Mills interaction of massive spin-0 field, while vertex V (s, s, 1; 0, s) = (Q (12) ) s−1 Z is a candidate for Yang-Mills interaction of massive spin-1, s ≥ 1, field. Vertices V (0, 0, 2; 2, 2) = (L (3) ) 2 and V (1, 1, 2; 1, 2) = L (3) Z describe gravitational interaction of the respective spin-0 and spin-1 massive fields, while vertex V (s, s, 2; 0, s) = (Q (12) ) s−2 Z 2 is a candidate for gravitational interaction of massive spin-s, s ≥ 2, field. Recent discussion of electro-magnetic interaction of totally symmetric massive field may be found in Ref. [21] . Discussion of some particular cases of cubic vertices may be found in Ref. [22] .
Cubic vertices for one massless and two massive fields with different mass values
General solution of Eqs.(2.11) corresponding to the parity invariant cubic vertices for one massless and two massive mixed-symmetry fields with different mass values (3.4) is given by
n , Q (12) mn , Q (23) mn , Q
mn |Q (11) mn , Q (22) mn , Q
mn ) , (3.51) where linear and quadratic forms appearing in (3.51) take the following form in the massive field strength scheme and the minimal derivative scheme. Massive field strength scheme:
n , (3.52)
n , (3.60)
m , (3.63)
m . mn are defined in (3.6) . We make the following comments. i) Linear and quadratic forms appearing in (3.51) are BRST closed but not BRST exact. ii) In massive field strength scheme, the forms L (1) , L (2) , Q (12) , Q (23) , Q (31) , are constructed by using the vector oscillators a (1)A , a (2)A . These oscillators are BRST closed but not BRST exact. iii) Linear and quadratic forms in the minimal derivative scheme differ from the ones in massive field strength scheme by BRST exact quantities. iv) Comparing minimal derivative solution (3.58)-(3.65) with the one obtained in light-cone gauge (see expressions (6.57)-(6.63) in Ref. [4] ), we note that the BRST-BV vertex provides straightforward Lorentz-covariantization of the light-cone gauge vertex.
Vertices for totally symmetric fields. To consider totally symmetric fields we set ν = 1 in (2.6) and ignore contribution of the oscillators with n > 1. Also we adopt the simplified notation for linear forms
1 and quadratic forms Q (rr+1) ≡ Q (rr+1)
11
. Using solution (3.58)-(3.65) and repeating analysis in Section 6.3 in Ref. [4] , we find a vertex that describes interaction of spin s (1) , s (2) , s (3) fields with mass parameters as in (3.4),
66)
69)
Thus, there is 2-parameter family of vertices (3.66) labeled by non-negative integers τ (1) , τ (2) .
Cubic vertices for three massive fields
General solution of Eqs. (2.11) corresponding to the parity invariant cubic vertices for three massive mixed-symmetry fields (3.5) is given by
mn ) , (3.72) where linear and quadratic forms appearing in (3.72) take the following form in the massive field strength scheme and the minimal derivative scheme. Massive field strength scheme:
Minimal derivative scheme: mn are defined in (3.6) . We make the following comments. i) Linear and quadratic forms appearing in (3.72) are BRST closed but not BRST exact. ii) In massive field strength scheme, the forms L (r) , Q (rr+1) are constructed by using the vector oscillators a (r)A . These oscillators are BRST closed but not BRST exact. iii) Linear and quadratic forms in the minimal derivative scheme differ from the ones in massive field strength scheme by BRST exact quantities. iv) Comparing minimal derivative solution (3.75)-(3.77) with the one in light-cone gauge (see expressions (7.2)-(7.4) in Ref. [4] ), we note that the BRST-BV vertex provides straightforward Lorentz-covariantization of the light-cone gauge vertex.
Vertices for totally symmetric fields. To consider totally symmetric fields we set ν = 1 in (2.6) and ignore contribution of the oscillators with n > 1. Also we adopt the simplified notation for linear forms L (r) ≡ L (r)
11
. Using solution (3.75)-(3.77) and repeating analysis in Section 7.1 in Ref. [4] , we find a vertex that describes interaction of massive spin s (1) , s (2) , s (3) fields, V (s (1) , s (2) , s (3) ; τ (1) , τ (2) , τ
78)
79) Thus, there is 3-parameter family of vertices (3.78) labeled by non-negative integers τ (1) , τ (2) , τ (3) . To summarize, using the BRST-BV approach, we obtained Lorentz-covariant off-shell description of vertices for massive and massless fields which were obtained in light-cone gauge in Ref. [4] . We think that the BRST-BV approach we discussed in this paper might be useful for the studying interaction vertices of AdS fields. Recent discussion of interaction vertices of AdS fields may be found in Ref. [23] . Interesting use of BRST technique in AdS space may be found in Ref. [24] .
